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A B S T R A C T

We explore relationships among bulk modulus, crack density, and permeability through repetitive loading of Marcellus shale. Cumulative cyclic stressing (22–26 MPa
with conﬁnement of 24 MPa) is applied at a frequency of 0.05 Hz over 100,000 cycles. Changes in acoustic velocities are used to follow changes in dynamic bulk
modulus, Poisson ratio, and crack density and to correlate these with bedding-parallel measurements of methane permeability. The shale is represented as an
orthotropic elastic medium containing a dominant, noninteracting fracture set separated by thin laminae. An eﬀective continuum model links permeability evolution
to the evolution of the bulk modulus and crack density. Bulk modulus is linearly related to crack density by a scaling parameter representing rock fabric and fracture
geometry. The Poisson ratio and bulk modulus of the intact, uncracked shale are approximated from our data. We propose a method for tracking permeability
evolution of ﬁnely laminated shales using acoustic waves.

1. Introduction
Laminated shale can be characterized as an orthotropic material
with a dominant fracture set oriented parallel to bedding.1,2 While not
all shales can be characterized by this model, it has successfully been
applied to Marcellus, Tournemire, and Bakken shale.1,3,4 The orthotropy results from nanometer to micrometer-wide bedding-parallel
fractures separated by ﬁnely laminated thin stacks of minerals.5,6 Ultrasonic measurements conﬁrm this orthotropy, often manifest as anisotropy based on the contrast between bedding-parallel laminations4
and properties perpendicular to bedding.7
The presence of fractures has been shown to inﬂuence both the
mechanical and transport properties of rocks, to increase the anisotropy, with correlations apparent between elastic wave velocities and
permeability.8 Permeability and compressional velocity both increase
as the angle to bedding increases from perpendicular to parallel.9 The
permeability of shale has been shown to be up to 10–100 times higher
parallel to bedding than perpendicular to bedding.10–12 Shales are also
observed to be approximately twice as stiﬀ parallel to bedding than
perpendicular to it.13 Codifying such correlations between permeability
and stiﬀness in Marcellus shale, via wave-speed measurements, is the
focus of this work.
We use the inﬂuence of crack density on material properties14,15 to
link stiﬀness and permeability. Crack density may be considered a
scalar, a vector, a second rank tensor, or a fourth rank tensor depending
on the application.16,17 For the special case of a cracked material18 with
non-interacting, parallel fracture sets16,19 the elastic response is

∗

orthotropic or anisotropic and characteristic of shales.20
Various models relate crack density to permeability21 and to material stiﬀness22,23 with crack densities and permeability measured simultaneously.24 For changes in state, the evolution of seismic velocities
and permeability have both been used to measure crack density evolution, dilatancy, and crack propagation in granites, rock salt, and basalt.25–27 Here, we explore the relationships among permeability, bulk
modulus, and crack density in order to develop a method to track
permeability evolution based on changes in geometry of the fracture
network that impact the mechanical state of the solid.
2. Methods
We used cylindrical samples of Marcellus shale (19 mm in diameter
and 16 mm in length, cut with bedding parallel to the cylinder axis) and
subjected them to triaxial loading in a standard pressure vessel as
shown in Fig. 1 with custom components for simultaneous measurement of permeability and elastic wave properties. Native water saturation was less than 3% and considered negligible. The sample was
loaded hydrostatically to 24 MPa and allowed to compact for a week in
order to eliminate creep from measurements. Using methane as the
saturating ﬂuid, a suite of permeability measurements was conducted
throughout the experiment at a constant pore pressure of 6 MPa using
the pressure pulse method28:

k=

μβαL Vup Vdn
.
A Vup + Vdn
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However, we show below that a valid approximation for the intact
Poisson ratio can be made.
After samples compacted under hydrostatic load, we made initial
measurements of permeability, bulk modulus, and Poisson ratio. At
constant pore pressure, we then began to cycle the external axial stress
longitudinal to the core's length from 22 to 26 MPa in 10 s bursts while
keeping the conﬁning stress around the circumference of the core at
24 MPa. This process was automated, such that we were able to cycle
the stress approximately 4000 times a day. There was a period of
quiescence from days 10–20, to allow further monitoring of compaction
during hydrostatic stressing. In 37 days, approximately 100,000 cycles
were performed on the sample. Measurements for material properties
were conducted once per day. Once Poisson ratio measurements were
cross-plotted with permeability measurements, we were able to approximate the “intact” Poisson ratio to solve Eq. (4).
3. Results
Fig. 1. Experimental setup. A cylindrical sample of Marcellus shale measuring
19 mm in diameter and 16 mm in length was loaded into a triaxial stress vessel.
The vessel was housed in a temperature-controlled oven to keep temperature
constant at 21 °C. PZT's were installed in the end platens in order to measure
acoustic velocities concurrently with permeability measurements. Stress was
automatically cycled in 10 s bursts along the longitudinal axis of the
sample ± 2 MPa over the 24 MPa conﬁning stress. Pore pressure was kept
constant at 6 MPa with methane as the saturating ﬂuid.

Our basic data set consists of deformation measurements and the
evolution of material properties as a function of time during hydrostatic
loading with small amplitude stress cycles. We focus on the relationship
between bulk modulus, permeability, and crack density and show that
bulk modulus and crack density follow a linear relationship. Two of the
unknowns—intact bulk modulus and intact Poisson ratio—can be approximated from our data.

where k is permeability in m2, μ is gas viscosity in Pa·s, β is gas compressibility in Pa−1, α is the slope of the pressure pulse decay in s−1, L is
the sample length in meters, A is the sample's cross-sectional area in m2,
and Vup and Vdn are the upstream and downstream reservoir volumes,
respectively, measured in m3. The upstream and downstream volumes
were determined using the real gas law. Values for μ and β were determined with NIST's online thermophysical properties software for
pore pressure of 6 MPa and room temperature of 21 °C. During the
permeability measurements, upstream and downstream pressures were
set to 6.3 MPa and 5.7 MPa respectively. Permeability measurements
required approximately 1 h each, after which time the experiment was
set up to automatically begin cycling the axial stress again. Pore pressure was kept constant at 6 MPa during the stress cycling portions of the
experiment.
Permeability measurements were made concurrently with measurements of elastic properties. We used 500 kHz central frequency
piezoelectric transducers to measure acoustic travel times, bulk modulus K, and Poisson ratio, v, where:

4
K¯ = ρ ⎛Vp2 − Vs2 ⎞.
3 ⎠
⎝

3.1. Evolution of material properties over time
In order to calculate the intact Poisson ratio, the measured Poisson
ratio was cross-plotted with permeability as shown in Fig. 2. The intact
Poisson ratio is an idealization of the cracked continuum literature
representing the Poisson ratio of a rock with zero porosity. Points in
Fig. 2 can be selected as permeability approaches 10−22 m2, which is
considered a lower limit on measurable permeability—at values less
than 10−22 m2, pore spaces are so small that they begin to approach the
“intact” idealization from the cracked continuum literature. In Fig. 2 we
show that on an extrapolated line from the measured data, this sample's
intact Poisson ratio can be approximated to be between 0.273 and
0.294. We select the mid-point of 0.284 as an approximation of the
intact Poisson ratio in order to calculate the crack density parameter.
Fig. 3 shows the evolution of material properties over time—permeability is plotted on the right axis on a logarithmic scale. The
permeability dropped from an initial value of 6.7 × 10−18 m2 to a ﬁnal
value of 3.0 × 10−20 m2: a 233-fold decrease. The shape of the permeability curve shows faster permeability reduction at early times—one order of magnitude in the ﬁrst few days. The crack density is
also plotted in Fig. 3 and over the experiment ranges from a starting
value of 0.185 to 0.102—a 45% reduction. The permeability and crack
density scale directly with each other, as do the bulk modulus and
Poisson ratio. The bulk modulus ranged from a starting value of
12.1 GPa–15.1 GPa and the Poisson ratio ranged from 0.197 to 0.237.

(2)

and

ν¯ =

Vp2 − 2Vs2
2(Vp2 − Vs2)

.
(3)

In a continuum framework containing cracks, K̄ is the cracked bulk
modulus, ν̄ is the cracked Poisson ratio, and ρ is the shale density,
which we measured to be 2600 kg/m3. Vp and Vs are the compressional
wave velocity and shear wave velocity, respectively. The cracked
Poisson ratio was used to calculate the crack density parameter at each
time step. We used the scalar deﬁnition of the crack density parameter ε
for long narrow elliptic cracks17,18:

ε=

45
ν − ν¯
.
8 (1 − ν¯)(10ν − 8νν¯ − ν¯)

3.2. Evolution of permeability plotted against changing material properties
We monitored the evolution of permeability and acoustic travel
time throughout the experiment. Each measurement is taken at the
same eﬀective stress, as the sample is returned to its original state of
stress of 24 MPa hydrostatic external stress and 6 MPa pore pressure
before measurements are taken. Diﬀerences in transport and mechanical properties should be understood to result from plastic deformation
occurring during the cyclic compression. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of
permeability as a function of evolving material properties and acoustic
travel times. Fig. 4a shows the permeability evolution as a function of
crack density. Permeability evolution is plotted on a logarithmic scale,
and the ﬁgure shows that as crack density decreases linearly, permeability decreases logarithmically. Permeability is decreasing because

(4)

where ν̄ is the measured Poisson ratio of the cracked medium and ν is
the corresponding Poisson ratio of the intact rock, which in this case
was approximated to be 0.284. In the cracked continuum literature,
“intact” refers to a rock with zero porosity. Materials behave diﬀerently
in the absence of cracks, and no rock is truly intact in that sense.
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Fig. 2. As a rock's permeability approaches
10−22 m2, pores become so small that they can
be treated as “intact” or “pristine.” In the
cracked continuum literature, “intact” refers to
an idealized rock that has zero porosity. Here we
cross plot measured values of permeability with
Poisson ratio and extrapolate to the impermeable transition where shale can be idealized as
pristine. We select three Poisson ratio values
with permeability between 10−23 m2 and
10−22 m2 and use the midpoint value of ν equal
to 0.284 as the intact Poisson ratio to continue
the analysis.

where K̄ is the measured bulk modulus of the cracked medium, K is the
intact bulk modulus, ε is the dimensionless crack density parameter,
and α is a constant—in this case equal to 2.0. In the classic slope-intercept form, the slope m is -Kα in Eq. (5). Since both K and α are
constants, their product is also a constant. It is expected that diﬀerent
rocks will have values of Kα, which will be seen when cross plotting
measured bulk modulus with crack density. This suggests that α is related to material properties including rock fabric and bedding orientation, and that the parameter α depends on the matrix and ﬂuid
properties, the geometry of the cracks, and the interactions between
them.29,30 Also plotted in Fig. 5 is bulk modulus vs. cracked Poisson
ratio. The value of the bulk modulus at the intact Poisson ratio of 0.284
is 19.0 GPa and corresponds to the value of the “intact” bulk modulus in
the absence of cracks.

4. Discussion
Fig. 3. Evolution of material properties over time. Bulk modulus and Poisson
ratio follow similar trends. The crack density is plotted on Cartesian axes while
the permeability is plotted on semi-log axes: crack density evolution scales with
the permeability evolution.

Here we explore the relationships among three measured rock
properties and the subsequent evolution of mechanical and transport
properties after applying a cyclic deviatoric stress to a sample of
Marcellus shale. Our ﬁndings indicate that the relationship between
bulk modulus and crack density in our experiment is linear. We apply
an eﬀective continuum model to relate the bulk modulus and the permeability through the crack density parameter. We use the scalar deﬁnition of crack density set out by O’Connell and Budiansky17 due to its
popularity, ease of implementation, and applicability to orthotropic
materials with noninteractive fractures. In order to relate crack density
to permeability, we cast crack density in terms of the area and perimeter of an ellipsoidal crack. The aperture of the ellipse is then deﬁned
in terms of the crack density. We ﬁnd that for our experiment, permeability evolution can be related to crack density evolution.

pore spaces are becoming smaller, which also results in a lower crack
density parameter. Similarly, as bulk modulus increases linearly in
Fig. 4b, permeability decreases linearly. This is consistent with shortening of the semi-major axis length of a non-circular pore—as the
length decreases, the rock becomes stiﬀer. Acoustic wave speeds are
plotted against permeability evolution in Fig. 4c and d. We note that as
the P-wave velocity increased from 3.0 to 3.3 km/s, the permeability
decreased two and a half orders of magnitude. As this sample is loaded
parallel to bedding, we see a much larger change in Vp (Fig. 4c) over the
experiment than we do in Vs (Fig. 4d). These plots are consistent with
fracture closure and fracture shortening—reduction in both the semimajor and semi-minor axis lengths of ellipsoid pores. This is clearly
seen in Fig. 4b comparing bulk modulus to permeability evolution:
fractures close (decreased aperture b) as permeability evolution decreases and fracture length a shortens as bulk modulus increases.

4.1. Finding the unknowns K and ν
In Eqs. (1)–(5) there are three unknowns: intact bulk modulus K,
intact Poisson ratio ν, and the slope α of the K vs. ε curve in Fig. 5. We
approximate the intact Poisson ratio to be 0.284 from Fig. 2. The intact
Poisson ratio corresponds to the value of the measured Poisson ratio
when crack density is zero (Fig. 5). Plotting bulk modulus vs. measured
Poisson ratio, the intact bulk modulus is that value of K that corresponds to the intact Poisson ratio at a crack density of zero. Therefore,
the intact bulk modulus is equal to 19.0 GPa. The value of the slope α
can be found directly by solving Eq. (5). In this case, α is 2.0. This is a
useful scheme because the system unknowns are reduced to measured
values.

3.3. Relationship between bulk modulus, crack density, and intact Poisson
ratio
In Fig. 5 we ﬁnd that for our experiment bulk modulus varies linearly with crack density and can be cast in the following slope-intercept
form:

K¯ = K (1 − αε ).

(5)
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Fig. 4. Mechanical properties plotted against
permeability evolution. (a) Top-left, shows permeability reduction as crack density decreases,
largely driven by changes in fracture aperture.
(b) Bottom-left, shows bulk modulus increasing
as permeability decreases, indicating that mechanical stress cycling led to a reduction in both
the fracture length and fracture aperture. (c) and
(d), top-right and bottom-right, respectively,
show the change in acoustic wave speeds as
permeability was reduced.

2N ⎛ A2 ⎞
⎞
ε=⎛
⎝ π ⎠ ⎝ Pel ⎠
⎜

⎟

(6)

where N is the number of cracks per unit volume, A is the area of an
ellipsoid crack πab, and Pel is the perimeter of the ellipsoid. Rearranging
for b:

b2 =

εPel
2Nπa2

(7)

If a circle with radius b and perimeter 2πb is inscribed into the ellipsoid, with Pel > Pc, then

b>

ε
Na2

(8)

In the absence of the generation of new cracks, N is a constant such
that dividing b by b0 gives
Fig. 5. Bulk modulus vs. crack density and Poisson ratio. The data indicate
linear relationships and show the values of the intact bulk modulus and intact
Poisson ratio. Interchanging the axes would show that the bulk modulus and
crack density parameter are related through Eq. (5).

b
ε ε a02
=f⎛ ⎞
2
b0
⎝ ε0 ⎠ ε0 a
⎜

⎟

(9)

where f is a function to track crack density evolution and, thereby,
remove the inequality sign. In the case of penny shaped cracks

4.2. Relating crack density to permeability

(1 − 2ν ) K
a0
E
=
=
a
E0
(1 − 2ν0) K 0

The deﬁnition of the crack density parameter suggests that permeability must change with a change in crack density. While Eq. (4) has
limitations—cracks are assumed parallel and the medium must be orthotropic—these limitations vanish as a rock approaches the idealizations of these two assumptions.16,31 Both the Poisson ratio and the bulk
modulus can be measured with acoustic waves. In order to relate the
crack density to the permeability, we recast the crack density parameter
using the geometric interpretation below. In O’Connell and Budiansky17
crack density is deﬁned as:

(10)

Casting ﬂow in the bedding parallel direction as Darcian ﬂow between parallel plates, the cubic law holds such that
3

k
b
=⎛ ⎞
k0
b
⎝ 0⎠
⎜

⎟

(11)

and we can cast permeability evolution in terms of the crack density
evolution:
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with an excellent ﬁt, as seen in Fig. 6. In Fig. 7, permeability evolution
is plotted versus time. The original data from the experiment is marked
by blue circles and the projected permeability evolution from Eq. (12) is
shown for our three original picks for intact Poisson ratio. While all
values of assumed intact Poisson ratio collapsed to a single curve in
Fig. 6, each value projects a diﬀerent curve in Fig. 7 and shows that the
actual value of the intact Poisson ratio is between 0.273 and 0.284.
5. Conclusion
We mechanically stressed Marcellus shale to explore the evolution
of transport and mechanical properties over time. We also explored the
evolution of transport properties in Marcellus shale as a function of the
evolution of these mechanical properties. Our ﬁndings show relationships among bulk modulus, permeability, and crack density. We derived
a model to relate permeability evolution to the product of stiﬀness
evolution and crack density evolution using geometric arguments. In
summary: Crack density scales directly with permeability. Crack density has a linear relationship with bulk modulus. The scaling parameter
α is related to rock properties. Both the intact bulk modulus and intact
Poisson ratio can be approximated from cross plots. Permeability is cast
in terms of mechanical property evolution cubed.
Marcellus shale oﬀers a unique opportunity for characterization
because of its severe orthotropy and dominant fracture set oriented
parallel to bedding. Measuring permeability in this orientation provides
a useful analog to hydrocarbon production in a reservoir in which the
shale is also oriented with ﬂow occurring parallel to bedding. The use of
the crack density parameter also oﬀers insights into hydrocarbon
movement from the matrix into hydraulic fractures. The Marcellus
shale studied here represents an orthotropic material with a dominant
fracture set in the bedding parallel direction. The orientation of the
dominant fracture set will have a signiﬁcant impact on the evolution of
permeability and mechanical properties. While these experimental results are not enough to reach a representative conclusion of all rock
behavior, we suggest that more work be done to expand the range over
which permeability can be tracked with acoustic velocities.
The relationships explored here are relevant to exploration geologists, geophysicists, seismologists and others. We have related permeability evolution solely to acoustic velocities and deduced constants: α,
K, and ν. Perhaps the most immediate opportunity to apply this research is in reservoir characterization, where well logs and ﬁber optics
cables both measure acoustic velocities. The work presented here suggests that these velocities can be used to monitor permeability evolution indirectly and provides a second method to calculate permeability
evolution in conjunction with pressure and production data.

Fig. 6. Measured and predicted permeability evolution plotted against crack
density evolution ε/ε0. The predicted permeability in Eq. (12) is independent of
our choice of intact Poisson ratio as seen by all values for ν collapsing to a single
curve. This allows the β in Eq. (13) to be deduced based on its ﬁt to the experimental data.

Fig. 7. Permeability evolution vs. time for three diﬀerent values of intact
Poisson ratio, where the projected curves are values from Eq. (12) that diﬀer as
the pick for intact Poisson ratio changes the value of the crack density parameter from Eq. (4). We see that the experimental data suggest that the value for
the intact Poisson ratio falls between 0.273 and 0.284.
3

3

k
ε ε (1 − 2ν )2 K 2 ⎞
ε ε (1 − 2ν )2 (1 − αε )2 ⎞
= ⎜⎛f ⎛ ⎞
= ⎜⎛f ⎛ ⎞
⎟
2⎟
2
2
2
k0
⎝ ⎝ ε0 ⎠ ε0 (1 − 2ν0 ) K 0 ⎠
⎝ ⎝ ε0 ⎠ ε0 (1 − 2ν0 ) (1 − αε0 ) ⎠
⎜

⎟
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(12)
The crack density evolution function f (ε / ε0) captures te departure
of the fracture set from the idealized geometries used to form the above
equations. A realistic constraint on this linear function would be that
f (ε0/ ε0) = 1, suggesting an equation of the form

ε
ε
f ⎛ ⎞ = (1 + β ) − β
ε0
⎝ ε0 ⎠
⎜
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